So, what is it?
This Is Your Trial is an awardwinning, improvised comedy format
show, deriving much of its success
from how it interacts with the
audience.
They can submit accusations of
‘crimes’ they’ve committed against
each other at work or otherwise.
Comedians, are lawyers, arguing a
selection of the cases, crossexamining the accusers and the
accused.

Why book us?
After two years of working from home, we’ve all missed face-to-face
interactions with colleagues and friends in the of ce and at after-work social
events.
We offer you the ideal team-building event where they laugh together, sharing
anecdotes and make positive, memorable experiences.
Our Experience
This Is Your Laugh has over ten years’ experience performing shows at
Xmas parties, away-day activities, annual conferences and networking
events for our various clients. We’re super con dent of delivering exactly
what your company needs to bring colleagues and customers together.
How?
• The shows are typically an hour long, but can be adapted to your schedule.
• We come to you or even source a venue wherever you might be.
• We entertain groups of any number between 12 and 200!
Example cases:
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When workplace hierarchies are suspended for an evening, ‘Simon in
accounts’ calls out his manager for ‘constantly muting herself in Zoom
meetings.’
Found guilty of the act of ‘sabotage through self-silencing’, manager Lilian
was sentenced to be court artist for the next case.

Guilty!
Or
innocent?
YOU decide

Everyone else is the jury, cheering
their verdict of guilt or innocence
once all of the hilarious arguments
have been heard.
No two trials are ever the same.
They are always funny, irreverent and
original.

FAQs

What the press say

Surely it’s too expensive for us?
You know your budget. We know our rates are
competitive, exible to your needs.
What if inappropriate grievances are raised or
someone feels picked-on?
We pride ourselves on knowing how to read the room and
involve people appropriately, always choosing the cases to
be heard, with care.
Our considered research and preparation for each event
ensures we celebrate
all participants and the culture of the company.
How can you reassure us of being able to do this?
We receive accusations before the show starts, providing a
reliable lter to avoid controversy. Our performers are deft
and sensitive to the dynamics of your company and your
guests. No one is put on stage against their will.
It just doesn’t make good comedy.
Not everyone has the same sense of humour.
This is true. But because of their years of comedy
experience and well-honed improvisation skills, our
comedians are able to make jokes that range from
outrageous silliness to quick-witted repartee, creating a
hysterically funny and hugely enjoyable show for all.

“Priceless improvised
observations”
***** (MIRROR)
“A genuinely inventive,
intelligent, comedy creation.”
***** (SCOTSMAN)
“Freewheelin’ show for anyone
and everyone...”
***** (THE WEST AUSTRALIAN)

What our clients say
“…. Some said it was the best Xmas party they’d ever been to. They took the time
to investigate the likes/dislikes, funny stories, general demographics of our team
and put together a one-o , personalised show that had everyone in stitches,
winning over even the most sceptical of our team.”
Carly Wood, O ce Manager – Skimlinks
“…they only went and blew the bloody doors o !”
Paul Sampson, Vice President - Cuesongs
“We’ve never had an event like it in terms of originality, laughter and employee
engagement. The Trial team expertly curated the show tting our company culture
creating a smart, witty presentation. They even put Priya, our team leader, on trial
for her fashion crimes - for which she was sent down! We’re still talking about it
now.”
Ted Truscott, Social Manager - Facebook

Contact

Creative Director - David Allison
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07811 162095 - dave@thisisyourlaugh.co.uk

